
 

To Dr Rochelle Walensky, Director CDC: Aspartame, Covid and 

zombies: CDC Chief Admits Agency Gave False Info about 

Vaccines 

 

 

 

I recently read your report on how CDC used the wrong test, the wrong protocol, and a 
million people died.  You do realize that only 1% report as many CDC people have 
said.  Furthermore there have been reports with evidence showing the deletion of 
severe reactions and deaths.  I asked Dr. Judy Mikovits, author of "Plague of 
Corruption" about how many had died over a year ago and she said about 20 
million.  Even reports say they are cremating babies at he hospital so they won't have to 
count them.  What is going on is enough to have someone sick at heart for the rest of 
their lives.    
 
In the beginning of this so-called pandemic I released one of Dr. Mikovits videos where 
she said likely everyone who took the vaxx would die, about 50 million.  The report was 
hacked but was on www.rense.com  Anyone who has done the smallest amount of 
research knows if there is anyone who knows what is going on its Dr. Mikovits who 
worked with Fauci.  In one interview I heard her say if it hadn't been for Dr 
.Anthony  Fauci there never would have been an AIDS epidemic.  She is the one who 
made AIDS treatable and treated Magic Johnson.  She set up an organization to 
educate physicians and involved with the documentary "Plandemic".  This month 
Pandemic 3 will be released.  Here is some of the info I released in the beginning  that 
concurs with your confession that it was the wrong protocol, wrong shot, 
etc. https://rense.com/general96/proof-covid-pcr-tests-are-scientifically-
meaningless.php You will see where Dr. Sidell admitted with the protocol used 50% of 
the patients died, and he's talking about just one hospital.   So, I am very thankful to 
you  for finally telling the real story.  It's the physician on the case who should decide the 
protocol.  As Dr. Sidell said he couldn't just continue using a protocol that was wrong 
and killing the patients.  
 
Dr. Mikovits is a very special virologist and scientist.  She was thrown in jail for 5 days 
because she refused to make the jab more contagious and manipulate her findings.  I 
admire you and your report for finally telling the public the truth.  I do know that CDC 
has known from the beginning.  After all the Pfizer jab was patented over 22 years ago 
and is even in the flu and polio vaccines.  It's hard to consider how many people have 
died.  
 
In the URL above you will see an article by Dr. Russell Blaylock on the fear mongering 
going on.  Unfortunately they have hacked it again.  The cabal really does not want the 
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facts exposed.  I consider Dr. Blaylock one of the finest physicians in this country.  He is 
author of "Excitotoxins: The Taste That Kills" and other fine medical texts.   He says it 
like it is.  He recently wrote in The Blaylock Wellness Report, "We now know that 
virtually everyone, whether they know it or not, has been exposed to the original virus or 
its variants.  The "emergency" is over." 
 
Dr. Blaylock says further, "But of course, bureaucrats will never admit that they were 
wrong -- they just double down.  The "vaccines" are now killing more people worldwide 
than the virus, and crippling hundreds of thousands more."  Further as Director of CDC 
you know this jab is not a vaccine but a gene therapy that was patented under the 
classification of nano bioweapon.  
 
In an effort to not have the CDC make more mistakes please understand the 
emergency is over as Dr. Blaylock says.   Yet, here comes the news the monkey pox is 
a global emergency: https://thehonestpatriot.net/monkeypox-officially-declared-as-
global-emergency/   Here is one report showing monkey pox is a reaction from the 
vaxx: http://www.mpwhi.com/no_127_mpwhi_news.pdf Second, sometime ago I 
received Pfizer's confidential sheet of reactions and there is was "auto immune blister 
disease".  See the attachment for 
yourself: http://www.mpwhi.com/no_124_mpwhi_news.pdf  Dr. Blaylock continues in his 
newsletter about monkey pox.,  He says "it can be spread by contact with items 
contaminated with body fluids from infected individuals.  It is considered a venereal 
disease. .. Venereal diseases are not pandemic diseases."   There are two different 
strains of it and Dr. Blaylock explains in great detail.  Also usually monkey pox is gone 
in two to four weeks.  Dr. Blaylock makes many important remarks.  He says "The 
smallpox vaccine is suppose to be protective, but has not been administered since 1972 
when the universal vaccine program ended.  .. The smallpox vaccine program was 
ended because of the serious complications and deaths associated with the 
vaccine."  So its important that the CDC does not again make major mistakes that can 
again harm the children.  They are being jabbed for Covid when children are not at risk 
of the disease as Dr. Mike Yeadon made clear.  He worked for Pfizer for 20 years.  He 
was Vice President and Chief Scientist.  He was applicant for the grand jury trial 
because of the International Criminal Court in the Hague charging genocide or a crime 
against humanity.  It is a crime for every child who has died from the jab. 
 
Here you can watch people actually dropping dead from the 
jab:     https://rumble.com/v1hpxdh-warning-graphic-images-global-depopulation-in-full-
swing-as-adult-death-syn.html 
 
Dr. Walensky, I would like to ask a favor of you.  This is Aspartame Awareness 
Month.  For about 36 years now CDC has had on web a summary of the CDC 
investigation on aspartame that contradicts the actual report.  Here is your investigation 
on 
aspartame:  http://www.mpwhi.com/damning_cdc_investigation_on_aspartame.htm This 
shows seizures, cardiac arrest, blindness, heart attacks, mood alteration and even 
death.  Here is the FDA's own report of 92 
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symptoms: http://www.mpwhi.com/92_aspartame_symptoms.pdf 
In the documentary "Sweet Misery: A Poisoned 
World"  https://www.youtube.com/watch? you will see me holding up the damning CDC 
investigation for the whole world to see.  
 
In this lecture you will see me discussing the pilot 
issue:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_cuAvEIkJto Because of this phony baloney 
report on the CDC web site industry gets to tell reporters or publishers that aspartame 
only caused "mild" findings.  I fail to see how seizures, cardiac arrest, strokes, mood 
alteration, blindness and even death are considered mild.  From the lecture you will note 
that Flying Safety, the magazine of the U.S. Air Force was told to retract their story 
warning pilots.  My husband and I had to go to the Air Force base in New Mexico and 
alert  the pilots.  Flying Safety was ordered to retract their article.  That's power, but not 
for the safety of pilots.  Here is our Pilot 
Alert:  http://www.mpwhi.com/pilot_aspartame_alert_with_letters.htm One Air Force pilot 
using aspartame did have a heart attack which is common.  They gave aspartame Y to 
me in the hospital and I had a myocardial infarction and now have heart disease.  You 
will note the symptoms and diseases of the Jab are identical to those of 
aspartame.  Both are systemic poisons and both damage the mitochondria.   
 
Hearst Newspapers called me many years ago and thought I had the wrong CDC 
Report.  I emailed him the report above and then he realized it was CDC covering up 
the truth.  The last thing he said to me was "Please, do not tell anyone I called."  I don't 
understand people who don't tell the truth.  I got this report through Freedom of 
Information.  First the man told me CDC  had lost it.  I told him I knew somebody else 
who had it and then he said, "Call this number and give them this file number."  CDC 
like the Jab knows how bad it is.  It's time to give it up and tell the truth.  Disability and 
death are not acceptable forms of business.  Also, aspartame is on the market illegally 
and here the FDA admits it causes cancer and violates the Delaney 
Amendment http://www.mpwhi.com/jimmy_dore_show_aspartame_and_cancer.pdf 
 
Okay, lets go on to Zombies!  You will notice  whatever I'm writing about I usually give a 
reference so the public knows its accurate and factual information.  I'm having a hard 
time with your Preparedness Course 101: zombie pandemic (cdc.gov)  When someone 
sent me this I went to the CDC web site and sure enough there it was and I called the 
media number on this information and sure enough again it was CDC.  It appears to me 
with the comics, and people escaping yelling  'vaccines'  the CDC is first trying to push 
vaccines and second more fear about the zombies, a reaction from being 
vaxxed.   Then I see a list of things the CDC is telling you to have on hand.  It's like 
saying we're not going to tell you what is going to happen in the future but if you have to 
escape you should have these records available.  Can you please fill the public in on 
what this course represents.  I'm tempted to call it the Crucial Death Course.  Many 
people would like more information directly from the CDC. It really is a form of more fear 
mongering 
 
Vaxxed, predict Your SADS date. Here is the calculation equation: UPDATED pg.-1, 
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Post-1 video - Page 8 (godlike.com) 
 
Scroll down on that page.  The professor says this vax CAN turn people into literal 
zombies.  
 
Preparedness 101; zombie pandemic (cdc.gov) 
WHY does the CDC have a zombie pandemic page on their site?  Why would a serious 
government institution have this?  Unless it is real right? 
 
Maybe the CDC can answer his question. 
 
One other thing, its time to get all the real facts out.  About 50 years ago  I remember 
trying to help CDC with research when they said they were looking for the cure for 
leukemia.  They told me I gave them more cases than all of Emory which again shows 
how few report things.  I told them I believe you could get it from  the Epstein Bar 
virus.  He said they found that out themselves it was Epstein Barr so I asked when they 
were going to tell the public.  I was told "Never, it would cause mass hysteria".  I told 
him death was worse 
than mass hysteria.  Then I got an email from CDC when I lectured for the World 
Environmental Conference many years ago.  The email went viral.  People everywhere 
got off of it, people were walking out of wheelchairs, the blind could see again, seizures 
stopped, and on and on.  However, industry called it a hoax because they wanted to go 
on selling this addictive, excitoneurotoxic, carcinogenic, abortifacient drug, adjuvant and 
teratogen masquerading as an additive.  When CDC wrote it was causing mass hysteria 
I said, "If CDC hadn't covered it up all these years these people wouldn't have suffered 
everything from seizures to cardiac arrest. Thousands wouldn't be autistic."  Hundreds 
wept when they got well off aspartame because so much of their life had been 
ruined.  One man went to a funeral home to make arrangements for burial. There on the 
table was the letter.  Somebody by the name of Nancy Markle had added her name.  He 
called me when he was off aspartame and well again and said, "I'm going to live, aren't 
I." 
 
A lot of good comes from telling the truth, Dr. Walensky.  I went to the CDC site and see 
that now 50 later there is information about Epstein Bar and leukemia "This 
photomicrograph depicts leukemia cells that contain Epstein-Barr virus using an FA 
staining technique. Viral capsid antigen (VCA)." Let me add to that aspartame also 
causes leukemia.  The study was done by Dr. Morando Soffritti of the Ramizzini 
Institute.  He received an award that had been given only twice in history.  
 
I look forward to hearing from you about the zombies.  I know the embalmers are finding 
some awful things in victims who got the jab from  white clots (not blood but those too) 
to metals like arsenic and cadmium, and other horrors.  I thank you for admitting 
information about the shot. We definitely would appreciate more truth.  
 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Betty Martini, D.Hum, Founder 
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Mission Possible World Health Intl 
www.mpwhi.com  770 242-2599 
Also www.wnho.net and www.holisticmed.com/aspartame 
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Sister Martini,, 
 
Scroll down on that page.  The professor says this vax CAN turn people into literal 
zombies.  
 
Preparedness 101; zombie pandemic (cdc.gov) 
WHY does the CDC have a zombie pandemic page on their site?  Why would a serious 
government institiution have this?  Unless it is real right? 
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about vaccines 
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The Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System was established by the CDC and 

the FDA as a "national early warning system to detect possible safety problems in 

U.S.-licensed vaccines." 

 

The VAERS site has reports of 30,796 deaths, and 1.4 million total adverse events, 

attributed to the COVID-19 vaccines. 

 

The CDC has insisted the VAERS reports aren't necessarily reliable, but Director Dr. 

Rochelle Walensky has yet to fulfill a promise she made in January to a senator to state 

how many people her agency believes have been harmed or have died due to receiving 

the vaccines. 

 

Now, Walensky has admitted in a letter to Sen. Ron Johnson, R-Wis., that the agency 

gave false information about its COVID-19 vaccine safety monitoring, the Epoch Times 

reported. 

 

The CDC has stated that it conducted in 2021 a type of analysis called Proportional 

Reporting Ratio, or PRR, a method of measuring how common an adverse event for a 

particular drug is. 

 

The purpose is simply to provide a metric for determining whether or not the risk of a 

particular vaccine or drug is worth any potential benefit. In 1976, the federal 

government's swine flu vaccination campaign was shut down after only 32 reported 
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deaths. 

 

Now, in a letter made public Monday, Walensky acknowledged the CDC never 

conducted a PRR during 2021. 

 

Walensky said the CDC ran PRRs between March 25 and July 31. But the agency won't 

release the results. 

 

Johnson, in a response to Walensky, said her letter "lacked any justification for why 

CDC performed PRRS during certain periods and not others." 

 

Johnson, the top Republican on the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental 

Affairs Subcommittee on Investigations, demanded why the agency did not not perform 

PRRs until March and why it misinformed the public when it said no PRRs were 

conducted. 

 

A CDC spokesman told the Epoch Times that at "no time have any CDC employees 

intentionally provided false information." 

 

The spokesman contended the false information was given because the CDC thought 

the Epoch Times and Robert F. Kennedy Jr.'s Children's Health Defense were asking 

about a different type of analysis, called Empirical Bayesian data mining. 

 

But both the Epoch Times and Children's Health Defense specifically named PRRs in 

their queries. 

 

The FDA has conducted Empirical Bayesian data mining on VAERS reports but refused 

to show the results to the Epoch Times. 

 

Johnson said the CDC's "overall lack of transparency is unacceptable particularly in 

light of CDC's inconsistent statements on this matter." 

 

Many physicians and scientists believe the true number of adverse events is much are 

higher than the VAERS figures. Physicians who sued the FDA for documents related to 

clinical trials for Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine estimate the true numbers are five times 

higher. A study led by a researcher at Columbia University estimated the actual figures 

are higher by a factor of 20. A decade before COVID-19, the so-called Lazarus study by 

Harvard researchers estimated VAERS accounted for only 1% of vaccine-induced 

injuries. 

 

Steve Kirsch, the executive director of the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation, and 

others conducted an analysis comparing anaphylaxis rates published in a study to rates 

found in VAERS. They concluded the true death toll from COVID-19 vaccines is 41 



times higher. The website VAERS Analysis used whistleblower data from the CMS, the 

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, to come up with an estimated 

underreporting factor of 44.64. 

 

Mistakes were made As WND reported, Walensky admitted in March the CDC 

exercised "too little caution and too much optimism" about the effectiveness of the 

vaccines; had a sophisticated COVID data system (while, as the New York Times 

reported, the agency withheld data from the public); gave the public the impression 

science is "foolproof"; and didn't balance the risk of COVID-19 with the unintended 

consequences of mitigation efforts, such as opioid deaths and "mental health 

challenges." 

 

Later, the watchdog Government Accountability Office concluded in an investigation that 

CDC and FDA officials "suppressed" scientific findings related to the COVID-19 

pandemic due to political pressure. 

 

In July, internal documents confirmed there was direct coordination between the CDC 

and Big Tech companies on censoring skepticism or criticism of COVID-19 vaccines. 
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